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about making love to a woman. First of all, you have to know who's team you are on. Are you on the

same team as she is or are you her opponent? If you are in this to just score, then you are definately not

on her team! The key to having sex with a woman is by playing fair. If you are in it just to win, then you

are already losing. A woman doesn't want a man to have quick sex and then it is over. If that is what your

intention's is are, you are going to be shut down fast. A woman wants to feel good, not just on the inside.

You have to make a connection with her. Remember that women are sensual, emotional beings. She
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wants sensitivity...she wants to feel good on the inside and the outside. If you want to get it over with fast

(sleeping with her), you are going to be shut down fast. A woman wants to feel loved and desired. She

wants you to make her feel wanted and needed. An occasional quickie is okay, but sex longterm means

committment. Sure it's okay to have a quickie now and then, but if you want longterm sex with a woman

you have to give a lot more than that. You are going to have to do better than that! You are going to have

to tantilize her and make her feel good from the inside out. We all know that men get turned on quicker

than women, but if you want to turn her on faster...you are going to have to give and take a little. If you

are not into making love for a long time, there are things that you can do to make her come faster too.

Women don't always want the guy to come before she does. I know that it usually takes longer for a

woman to come and it would just be easier if you could just come when you want to, but that is not going

to work all the time. Women need to feel loved and appreciated. If you are always in it for your own

gratification, you are going to find yourself in trouble. Women need to come just as often or as close to

being sexually gratified as much as possible. So, when you want her to get turned on faster...you are

going to have to come up with something ingenius. Okay lover boy, this is what you can do. There is an

audiobook about turning a woman on faster. The book is called, "Turn Her On Faster". The audiobook

can be purchased online. The audiobook was created by Gabrielle Moore. The audiobook tells men just

how to touch a woman to turn her on. Men learn how to turn her on sexually. Gabrielle Moore is a female

sex enthusist and expert writer and creator of women's sexual gratification how-to books. Gabrielle offers

insight into a woman's sexual being, giving the parter tips on how to make a woman feel like a sex

goddess.
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